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Abstract
This paper focuses on how market risk, economic activities, nancial leverage, ination shocks and trading activities aect REIT return volatility using
U.S equity REITs data from 1995 to 2009. The ndings suggest that systematic
risk positively aects REIT return volatility, with a higher impact in up markets than in down markets. Dividend Yield (DY) and Return On Average Equity
(ROAE) negatively aect REIT return volatility in up markets. Use of rm leverage increases REIT return volatility due to the scaling eect of leverage on return
dynamics. Loan type matters, with a positive impact of short-term debt use on
volatility, possibly capturing roll over risk of short-term debt. Unexpected ination results in higher REIT return volatility, with larger impacts in down markets
and for property sector utilizing short-term lease strategies. A positive correlation exists between trading volume and REIT return volatility, suggesting that
increased trading induces REIT return volatility. REIT-ETF constituent stocks
feature higher return volatility than non index stocks during the recent nancial
and housing crisis.
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1 Introduction
In recent years, Real Estate Investment Trust (REITs) has featuredve experienced dramatically high return volatility. Prior to 2004, REIT stock return volatility was lower
than common stock return volatility.

After 2004, REIT stock return volatility rose

over time and was doubled that of common stock by 2008. Exacerbated volatility levels
serve as a tax to rms, due to the increasing cost to debt/equity capital, that negatively
aects REIT rm values, and capital ows to the whole commercial real estate market.
Over the past 50 years, many researchers have studied movements in aggregate
stock market volatility. Leroy and Porter (1981) and Roll (1988) show that stock price
volatility cannot be explained solely by changes in economic and market fundamentals.
However, Schwert (1989) relates stock return volatility with macroeconomic volatility,
economic activity, nancial leverage and nds that stock return variability is unusually
high during the great depression. There have been many attempts to relate changes in
stock return volatilities to changes in trading activities. Wang (1994) predicts a positive
relation between volume and absolute changes in prices and dividends, using a model of
competitive stock trading by heterogeneous investors. Karpo (1987) cites 18 separate
studies that document this relation in a variety of nancial markets. Karpo argues
that price changes reect the market evaluation of new information, while volume is
an indicator of the degree to which investors disagree with the meaning of information.
Dierent interpretations of new information forced various response to new information,
leading to price changes in the market. Determinants of time-series return behavior are
open to debate, according to Campbell et al. (2001) and Wei and Zhang (2006).
Studies on stock return volatility, in the context to the real estate market, is still
limited and under debate.

In recent literature, Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) are

largely blamed for increased volatility, due to using high leverage and increasing the
trading activities of REITs.

Lu, Wang, and Zhang (2009) document the extent of
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rebalancing necessary at the end of each day (or early in the next day) for the funds
to achieve their desired exposure to track the benchmark. This kind of rebalancing has
major impacts that exacerbate volatility, because these funds have signicant assets
under management and have to rebalance in the same direction at day's end, increasing
stock return volatility in the process. Boney and Sirmans (2008) study trading activity
associated with the introduction of REIT-ETFs on the volatility of component REITs.
They nd volatility, for the component REITs, become more signicant and positive
related to changes in volatility for the S&P 500, after introduction of ETFs. Li (2011)
develops a model of trading in dual markets, predicting more real estate trading in the
public market than private market due to lower transaction costs.

The incentive to

trade public real estate is stronger in down markets due to increased illiquidity costs in
private market.
As the world's largest asset class, real estate has asset value of U.S. $50 trillion,
compared to U.S. $30 trillion for private equity. Commercial real estate is also attractive
investment vehicel for retail and institutional investors.

Within the last decade, the

increase of capital ows into the real estate sector, the growth in variety and number of
investment vehicles, and the increasing recognition among institutional investors of the
potential for return enhancement a diversication from real estate within a multi-asset
portfolio have contributed to the worldwide expansion of real estate capital ows and
market development.

Given the importantance of real estate in the overall economy

and multi-assets portfolio, and a limited number of studies focusing on the nature and
causes of changes in variance of REIT returns over time, the primary objective of this
research is to study what determines REIT return volatility. In particular, it relates
change in REIT stock volatility to a variety of time varying economic and market
variables: market risk, rm level economic activities, nancial leverage, ination shocks
and trading activities.
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The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) breaks down total expected stock return
or equity cost of capital into components relating to systematic market risk (beta) and
unsystematic business/real estate sector specic risk. Extending CAPM, stock return
volatility is decomposed into components related to systematic and unsystematic risks,
providing the capability to focus on impacts of risk from dierent sources. Empirical
ndings, from a pooled sample of REITs from 1995 to 2009, show rms with higher
beta, or when the stock market is more volatile, REIT volatility is also higher. This
impact is magnied in up markets than in down markets, motivating research to study
other risk factors that contribute to REIT stock return volatility when the housing
market does not perform.
The Present Value Model (PVM) of Campbell (1987 and 1991) decomposes the
variance of a stock into two parts: cash ow risk (changes in expected future dividends)
and discount risk (changes in expected future returns). Variables of economic activities are used to proxy the impacts of cash ow risk and discount risk on REIT return
volatility.

The results suggest that news about future return measure by Return on

Average Equity (ROAE) and news about cash ow measured by Dividend Yield (DY)
negatively aects volatility in up markets.

This is consistent with previous ndings

showing dividend and earnings information helps predict stock market returns for time
horizons as far as ve years (Fama and French, 1988b). High dividend yields and earnings signal quality rms, featuring less return uctuations over time. The explanatory
power of nancial information is low in down markets, suggesting the potential impact
of other factors on return volatility.
From Modigliani-Miller (M&M), equity REIT volatility is expressed as a combination of Debt-to-Equity (D/E) ratio, debt price volatility, and volatility of the rm's
total value. This establishes a direct link between nancial leverage and rm's equity
return volatility. Empirical results support the theorem, showing REITs with high have
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high return volatility. The impact of leverage is magnied in down markets. In down
markets, REITs with more volatile equity prices are more likely to reach the upper
boundary for default, becoming nancially distressed. Loan type (bond duration) matters, where volatility increases with short-term debt use, which could be attributed to
the rollover risk of short-term debt (Gopalan (2010)).
There is a positive correlation between ination shocks (both positive and negative)
with REIT return volatility; suggesting any unexpected change in actual ination drives
up REIT return volatility.

Interestingly, an unexpected drop in ination has larger

impact on REIT return volatility than an unexpected jump in ination. Results from
subsamples nd the magnitude of ination shocks is larger in down markets and for
property types with short-term duration lease.
The last section of this research studies the link between trading activities and REIT
return volatility. There is a positive price-volume relation documented in a variety of
nancial markets (Karpo (1987)).

Li (2011) develops a model of trading activities

and return dynamics in dual markets.

According to Li (2011), REIT trading occurs

with higher frequency than in private real estate due to lower transaction costs of
public trading.

The gap in public-private trading is larger when markets distressed

and smaller when markets are recovering (liquidity eect). Because high sale discounts
and transaction costs related to private real estate is widely observed, especially in
down markets. Comparison of returns for National Council of Real Estate Investment
Fiduciaries (NCREIF) Property Index (NPI) and SNL REIT Equity index shows more
volatility for private real estate returns, especially during the housing and nancial
crisis. Trading volume positively aects REIT return volatility, consistent with ndings
in common stock market by Schwert (1989) and Karpo (1987). ETF component REITs
have lower return volatility than non-index REITs before 2004 and higher after. Since
ETFs indexes were made up of larger and better quality REIT rms, their component
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rms have less price uctuation than non-index REITs in good times. After 2004, as
ETF becomes popular and expanded as investment form, real estate investors started
trading more through REITs, particularly through ETFs, increasing and contributing
signicantly to higher volatility for indexed REITs.
This research is organized as follows: Section 2, describes time series properties of
data and strategy for modeling time-varying REIT return volatility; Section 3, analyzes relations of systematic and unsystematic risk with REIT return volatility; Section
4, studies the relationship between rm level economic activities and REIT return
volatility; Section 5, analyzes the relationship between rm leverage and REIT return
volatility; Section 6, studies the impact of ination shocks on REIT return volatility;
Section 7, focuses on the impact of trading on REIT return volatility; and Section 8,
concludes the paper.

2 REIT Return Time Series Behavior
2.1

Data

The data for this research comes from the following sources. The daily return of U.S.
Equity REIT stocks from January 1995 to December 2009 is obtained from CRSP
daily stock les. The daily risk free rate and daily value-weighted NYSE/AMX market portfolio return is from Wharton Research Data Services (WRDS), which converts
one month Treasury bill rate into one day return for CAPM calculation. Firm's quarterly nancial data, such as Debt-to-Equity ratio (D/E ), Net Asset Value (N AV ), and
Dividend Yield (DY ) and Return on Average Equity (ROAE ), are from SNL, which
includes detailed Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) nancial information for all public REITs in the U.S. SNL also provides daily S&P 500 small rm price
index and daily SNL Equity REIT index, representing common stock market and REIT
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market.
ETFs.

Information for the top REIT ETFs constituents is provided by the related
Consumer Price Index (CPI) is from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS),

proxying the ination rate. The nal sample consists of 7,743 panel observations for
economic activities analysis and 10,228 observations for leverage eects. There are 180
monthly observations for ination shocks, which is tested by subsamples with dierent
market conditions and property types.
Given the limited number of periods and limited number of rms by the data, the
statistically reliable means of exploring relations between REIT return volatility and
other factors is to rely on pooled data; because there is considerable heterogeneity in
returns and rm characteristics. Tests based on pooled regressions are likely to have
higher predictive power than tests based on time-series regressions, where predictive
variables have only modest variance (Torous and Valkanov( 2001)).

2.2

REIT Stock Return Volatility over Time

Following French, Schwert, and Stambaugh (1987), I use standard deviation to measure
volatility of REIT returns. Quarterly standard deviations of daily return is calculated
as the square root of sum of the squared daily returns (after subtracting the average
daily return in the quarter):

σ̂i,T
where

T
1

quarter ,

v
u
u
=t

T

1 X
(Ri,t − R̄i )2
T − 1 t=1

(1)

is the number of days in a quarter,

Ri,t

R̄i

in the quarter. A rolling window is used

is the average return for stock

i

is return of stock

i

at date

t

in the

to calculate the quarterly standard deviation of stock daily return, using the current

1 The

return measures the percentage change in stock value over a period of time and takes into
account the eects of splits and other capital actions. Splits and dividends are relatively infrequent
events, so the return for most days is simply the relative or percentage change in price from the end
of one day to the end of the next.
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day's return and the previous 66 trading day returns to obtain the quarterly standard
deviation for that day.
Figure 1 compares the standard deviation of returns for the SNL-U.S. Equity REIT
index and S&P 500 small rm index.

The SNL-U.S. Equity REIT index covers all

publicly-traded equity REITs in the SNL universe. It is a value-weighted index based
on the market capitalization of the REIT rms, including 126 equity REITs for 2009.
To be comparable to the small capitalization of REIT rms, this research uses the S&P
500 small cap index to represent common stock market. Results shown in gure 1 is
REIT return volatility is lower than common stock volatility prior to 2004. After 2004,
REIT return volatility increases over time and exceeds common stock volatility. The
gap between REIT and common stock volatility jumps signicantly during the housing
crisis, where REIT return volatility is almost twice as common stock volatility in 2008.
To capture change in market conditions, real estate up- and down-periods are identied
according to the performance of the SNL-U.S. Equity REIT Index. Figure 2 exhibits,
January 1998 to January 2000 and February 2007 to March 2009 as down-markets
with declining index values, and the rest as up-markets.

This specication identies

asymmetric impacts of various factors when market conditions vary.

3 REIT Stock Return Volatility and Market Risk
In the past twenty years, real estate has become increasingly integrated into the broader
captial market, and widely accepted as legitimate asset class.

So that its value now

becomes more exposed to changes in allocations among investors, driven not by real
estate fundamentals but by portfolio adjustments from other markets.

For instance,

the denominator eect, that caused many investors to reduce exposure to real estate
in 2007, was driven by losses in the equity markets.
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Individual property values now

depend more on broader capital market trends than they used to, relative to local
property market conditions.
Basic nance theory breaks risk faced by investors into two sources: (1) systematic
risk, due to risk factors aecting the overall market, and therefore, all properties are
aected in a common manner (sometimes referred to as market risk, or beta risk); and
(2) non-systematic risk, due to factors aecting only a particular property sector or
location (sometimes referred to as idiosyncratic risk or diversiable risk).
According to CAPM, the excess return of a stock

i at time t could be written in the

following form:

Ri,t − Rf,t = αi + βi,t ∗ (Rm,t − Rf,t ) + εi,t
Where

Rm,t

is the market return at time

t, Rf,t

measures the systematic risk of individual stock

(2)

is the risk free rate at time

i at time t2 . αi

t. βi,t

represents the constant

security return in excess of the risk free rate.
Derivation of the variance of excess return over a time interval

T

from (2) gives the

following expression:

2
V ar(Ri,t − Rf,t )T = βi,T
V ar(Rm,t − Rf,t )T + V ar(εi,t )T + 2Cov(βi,T (Rm,t − Rf,t ), εi,t )

where

t

is point of time in the interval

T.

Since the covariance term between excess market return and error term is zero,
as well as the correlation between excess market return and risk free rate, the above
equation could be simplied as

2 Each

stock is assumed to have a time-varying systematic risk parameter βi,t , which is a plausible
assumption as a rm's risk characteristics change over time.
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2
V ar(Rm,t − Rf,t )T + V ar(Rf,t )T + V ar(εi,t )T
V ar(Ri,t )T = βi,T

That is

2
2
)V ar(Rf,t )T + V ar(εi,t )T
V ar(Ri,t )T = βi,T
V ar(Rm,t )T + (1 + βi,T

(3)

This equation decomposes REIT return variance into two parts: the rst two items
measure contribution of systematic risk, while the third measures contribution of unsystematic risk.
This research uses the value-weighted NYSE/AMEX portfolio daily return to proxy
for

Rm,t

and daily one-month treasury bill rate for

Rf,t .

REIT annual betas are derived

3

using the method of Scholes and Williams (1977) . Figure 4 is the Box and Whisker Plot
analysis of REIT betas distribution over time. The median value increases over time,
indicating that real estate properties become more exposed to common fundamental
factors of the capital markets. Over the past 20 years, the fastest growth in integration
between real estate and capital markets has ocurred. During this period, the importance
of beta-risk in the real estate market has grown signicantly.

Thus, beta-risk is an

increasingly important part of overall value risk of property investment decisions. The
distribution of REIT betas have become atter, and shows increasing variation in recent
periods.
The following structured model is used to test 3,

2
2
2
σ̂ 2i,T = a1 + a2 β̂i,T
σ̂m,T
+ a3 (1 + β̂i,T
)σ̂R2 f ,T + a4 σ̂ε2i ,T + u

where

σ̂Rm ,T =
3 The

q

1
T −1

PT

t=1 (Rm,t

− R̄m )2

specic methodology of Scholes and Williams(1977) is described in Appendix A.
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(4)

q
PT
1
2
σ̂Rf ,T = T −1
t=1 (Rf,t − R̄f )
q
PT
1
2
σ̂εi ,T = T −1
t=1 (εi,t − ε̄i )
a2

and

a3

measure the impact of systematic risk.

a4

measures the impact of unsys-

tematic risk. Consistent with the above equation, the dependant variable is the rm's
quarterly variance.

εi,t

and

β̂i,T

are obtained from a rst stage CAPM regression of (2).

In Table 1, two things about market risks in determining REIT return volatility
are apparent from the results.

First, the sensitivity of REIT return volatility to un-

systematic risk is quite persistent across dierent market conditions. The coecient is
signicant at 1.01 for both up- and down-markets, suggesting a one-by-one change in
the variance of unsystematic risk component and the variance of REIT return. Second,
there are two aspects of systematic risk from the estimation. For rms with higher betas or when the common stock market is more volatile, REIT return volatility is higher.
The coecient is 1.22 in up markets, higher than 0.79 in down markets. The cyclical
nding indicates that REITs become more  like each other in up markets than during
down markets; and REIT returns are less correlated with overall capital markets in bad
market conditions. Diversication between REITs and common stocks therefore tends
to become more eective during downs markets, presumably when investors would most
value it. The other aspect of systematic risk is from changes in the risk-free rate, that
is negative and signicant. Since the risk-free rate change is incremental over time, the
impact is negligible compared to the other two sources of risk.

4 REIT Stock Return Volatility and Economic Activities
The present value model of Campbell (1987 and 1991) decomposes the variance of a
stock into two parts: cash ow risk (changes in expected future dividends) and discount
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risk (changes in expected future returns). Log real return to stock at time

t+1

could

be written in the following form:

rt+1 = log(Pt+1 + Dt+1 ) − logPt
From this relationship, Campbell (1987) breaks down news about future excess
stock return into two components:

news about cash ow (cash ow risk) and news

about future return (discount rate risk). The fundamental equation is:

rt+1 − Et rt+1 = (Et+1 − Et )

∞
X

ρ

j−1

4dt+j − (Et+1 − Et )

j=1
Where

Et

return on asset held from the end of period

and

(Et+1 − Et )

at time

t + 1.

ρj rt+1+j

(5)

j=1

is the expectation formed at the end of period

of the real dividend paid during period

∞
X

t

t, rt+1

to the end of period

t + 1, 4

is the log of real

t + 1, dt+1

is the log

is a one period backward dierence,

represents a revision in expectations given the new information arrival

The parameter

ρ

is a constant and is the average ratio of stock price

to the sum of stock price and dividend. The intuition of the above equation is that if
the unexpected return on an asset is negative, given internally consistent expectations,
then either the expected future growth in cash ows (dividends) must decrease, the
expected future returns (discount rate) on an asset must increase or both.

Findings

for U.S. stock market data suggest that one-third of the variance of unexpected stock
return is attributed to the variance in changing expected dividends, one-third to the
variance in changing expected future return, and one-third to the covariance of the
two. Liu and Mei (1994) use this present value model to decompose real estate risk.
The authors nd cash-ow news plays a signicant role in explaining predictability of
REIT returns, which is attributed to the fact that dividend is a signicant component
of REIT returns, due to strict payout policy. They document that discount rate news
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is also an important component of return uctuations.
Since new information causes time-varying expected return, it may predict timevarying volatility. Consistent with previous studies, I use nancial information to proxy
news about future excess stock return. Dividend Yield
ow information, and Return on Average Equity

(DY )

serves as proxy for cash

(ROAE) and Net Asset Value (N AV )

for future expected return information are used as prot ratios and are likely to aect
future expected returns. Dierent from previous studies, I include
volatility estimations.

N AV

N AV

in REIT return

is one of the most important valuation indices of REITs,

normally quoted on a per investment unit basis, where the value is divided by the
number of total outstanding investment units (shares).

In simple terms,

N AV

is an

adjusted net asset value, reecting the market value of real estate properties held by an
investment corporation. It is synonymous to the adjusted price-to-book ratio applied to
stocks in which factors such as unrealized losses/gains of owned properties and brand
values are reected. The lag values of nancial variables are used in estimating of REIT
return volatility, with the following structured model:

σ̂i,t = a1 + a2 DYi,t−1 + a3 ROAE i,t−1 + a4 N AV i,t−1 + εi
ROAE

negatively aect REIT return volatility in up

markets. When there is a 1% increase in

DY, the quarterly standard deviation of REIT

Table 2 shows both

DY

and

returns decrease by 0.027%. Every 1% increase in

ROAE

leads to a 0.0049% decrease in

REIT return standard deviation. Higher dividend yield and earnings information signal
good quality rms, they have less price uctuations than othe rms due to healthy performance and stable growth. Since REITs are known for high dividend payout ratios,
the impact of

DY

on return volatility is larger than

ROAE .

In down markets, eco-

nomic activities have less explanatory power, suggesting that other potential channels
of inuences are contributing to high REIT return volatility in down markets.
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5 REIT Stock Return Volatility and Firm Leverage
One explanation for time-varying stock return volatility is that the impact of nancial
leverage changes as relative stock and bond prices change.

From Modigliani-Miller

(M&M), the volatility of a rm's value can be written as followed:

D
E
D
E
2
2
2
+ ( )2t−1 σDt
+ 2( )t−1 ( )t−1 cov(REt , RDt )
σvt
= ( )2t−1 σEt
V
V
V
V
Where

2
σvt

is the volatility of a rm's value,

debt-to-value ratio,

2
σEt

E
D
is the equity to value ratio,
is the
V
V

is the volatility of the rm's equity and

σDt 2

is the volatility of

the rm's debt.
Consider a rm with constant interest rate, no dividends, and with a single class of
riskless debt. Further assume that volatility of a rm's value is constant. Then, the
standard deviation of equity returns can be shown as,

D
V
σEt = σvt ( )t−1 = σvt (1 + )t−1
E
E
Where

σEt

denotes the standard deviation of the equity value,

leverage ratio, andσvt is the standard deviation of rm value.

D
is the market
E

In this scenario, the

volatility of equity values is an increasing function of nancial leverage.
If price data for corporate debt were readily available, the market value of debt-toequity could be used for testing. Since this is not the case, it is necessary to use the face
value of debt in constructing the leverage ratio. This research uses the contemporaneous
debt-to-equity ratio to measure the leverage level of the rm. In down markets, when
stock prices drop, the rm's

D
ratio increases. The return volatility is also expected to
E

increase as the rm becomes more leveraged.
To look at the potential impact of loan types, I include lag ratio of short-term
debt-to-total debt (SD/D ) in the regression.
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The estimation structure model is as

following:

σ̂i,t = a1 + a2 (

D
SD
)i,t−1 + a3 ( )i,t−1 + εi
D
E

Results in Table 3 supports the prediction from extended M&M theory. Firm leverage positively aects REIT return volatility, similar to ndings for common stock market by Schwert (1989). The impact is almost tripled in down markets compared to in up
markets. It could be due to the fact that at down market, nancial distress increases
the magnitude of leverage eect.

According to the Merton (1974) model, corporate

debt is a risk-free bond less a put option on the value of the rm's assets, where strike
price is the face value of the debt. Thus, a rm with more volatile equity is more likely
to reach the boundary condition for default and become nancial distressed.

Firms

with historical high leverage are more likely to become nancially distressed than those
starts with a lower leverage ratio.
The return volatility also increases with the use of short-term debt, due to the
fact short-maturity debt exposes the rm to rollover risk, which increases the rm's
overall credit risk (Gopalan 2010). An emerging theoretical literature argues that the
rollover risk emanating from a rm's reliance on short-term debt increases the rm's
overall credit risk, because rollover risk makes the rm susceptible to a run by its creditors (Morris and Shin(2009), He and Xiong(2010b)) and diminishes its debt capacity
(Acharya et al. (2010)). Gopalan (2010) nds that all else equal, rms with a higher
proportion of their debt maturing within the year are more likely to experience deterioration in their credit quality. If these theoretical predictions are correct, then rms
with greater exposure to rollover risk should, all else equal, face a higher cost of debt,
be more susceptible to a deterioration in their credit quality and have a more volatile
stock performance, consistent with ndings in Table 4. The impact of short-term debt
is larger in up markets than in down markets.
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6 REIT Stock Return Volatility and Ination Shock
Higher ination aects equity returns in two ways. First, it leads to a weaker economy
and reduced corporate prots. Second, an increase in ination increases the riskiness
of nancial and real assets and thus increases the required rate of return demanded by
investors. Investors seek ways to diversify equity risk, which has historically dominated
their portfolio decisions, while also nding ways to guard against real declines in purchasing power posing a signicant long-term risk. The following REIT attributes make
an eective hedge against ination risk possible.

First, REIT returns oset changes

in CPI due to rent increases and adjustments. In economic environments where lease
rates are increasing over time, reecting real estate ination, REITs generate higher
income, driving the price of REITs higher. Most property sectors, such as retail and ofce, are characterized by multi-year lease contracts, in which rents are adjusted upward
automatically to compensate for an increase in the CPI. Other sectors of the commercial real estate utilizing short-term lease terms, such as multifamily, can impose rental
increases in times of high demand to keep up with ination pressures as their shorter
leases expire. Hotel REIT can implement price increases in the face of rising demand
on a daily basis. Second, in times of rising ination, many investors move reallocate
cashows into real assets, such as real estate.

REITs are real estate in a securitized

form, which provides an easier ination hedged tool than direct commercial real estate
investment, in terms of both liquidity and capital constraints.
The impact of ination shocks is tested, as it is new information that triggers increases in investment activities. Ination persistence over time is commonly observed
in U.S. and other countries. The most common measures of ination persistence, suggested in the literature, is in the context of univariate time-series representation. Under
the univariate approach, persistence is investigated by looking at the univariate time
series representation of ination. It is customary in the literature to assume that ina-
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tion follows a stationary autoregressive process of order 1, as written in equation6. The
error term in the AR(1) regression captures the unexpected component of ination,
dened as ination shock.

πt = a1 + πt−1 + εt
The estimation of expected ination
tion6.

π̂t

and ination shock

(6)

ε̂t

are obtained from equa-

Monthly standard deviation of SNL U.S. Equity REIT index daily return is

estimated for REIT volatility to match monthly CPI. The asymmetric eects of positive and negative ination shocks is tested with the following structure model:

σ̂t = b1 + b2 π̂t + b3 ε̂t + b4 ε̂t ∗ Dum + ut
Dum is a dummy variable,

which equals to one for a positive shock (ination above

expected levels), and zero for a negative shock (ination below expected levels). The
crossterm of the indicator and an unexpected ination series is also created. Therefore,
the coecient associated with the unexpected ination series represents the marginal
impact of a negative ination shock on volatility, while the marginal eect of a positive
shock can be estimated by adding the coecients associated with the unexpected series
and the crossterm. To take account of property type, the tests include subsample REIT
index data for hotel, industrial, multifamily, oce and retail sectors.
Figure 3 exhibits signicant uctuations in monthly U.S. CPI in our sample period.

Table 5 shows signicant asymmetries for both unexpected ination variables,

though the nature diers. The coecients associated with unexpected ination shocks
are uniformly negative and signicant. This suggests that, ceteris paribus, an unanticipated reduction in ination is associated with higher REIT return volatility. Further,
coecients associated with the crossterms are positive, and larger in magnitude, than
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corresponding coecients of unexpected ination. Therefore, the sum of the two, which
measures the eect of an unanticipated increase in ination, is positive and signicant.
This indicates that an unanticipated increase in ination is also associated with high
REIT return volatility. Regardless of the sign of the ination shock, unexpected ination always increase REIT return volatility. By comparing results in dierent subperiods, the research also shows one unit of ination shock leads to higher REIT return
volatility in down markets than in up markets, and holds across REIT sectors with
dierent property types. This is consistent with trading theory in down markets, REITs are more likely to be traded for portfolio adjustment purposes (Li(2011)). Another
nding is that the impact of ination shocks on REIT return volatility is higher for
property sectors using shorter lease term, such as hotel and industrial. This is because
return volatility in properties that use short-term leases are more responsive to changes
in ination and interest rate.

7 REIT Stock Return Volatility and Trading Activities
When considering portfolio allocation of investment to real estate, investors can make
decisions ranging from building size, location, risk strategy; but ultimately all real estate investments are one of the two types: public or private. The allocation of trading
between public and private markets aects return dynamics. Li (2011) studies trading
activities in a dual market system and predicts that real estate investors place more
orders for REITs to take advantage of lower transaction costs. This incentive is stronger
in down markets because of signicantly increased illiquidity in private real estate market.

The increased trading activities in REIT markets result in higher REIT return

volatility at down markets. This section focuses on the impact of trading activities on
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REIT return volatility.

7.1

REIT Return Volatility and Trading Volume

Karpo (1987) cites 18 separate studies that document positive price-volume relationships in a variety of nancial markets.

He argues that price changes reect market

evaluation of new information, while volume is an indicator of the degree to which
investors disagree with the meaning of information.

Dierent interpretations of new

information force various responses to new information, which leads to price changes in
the market. Li (2011) establishes a price mechanism where trading induces change in
asset prices. To estimate the impact of trading volume on REIT stock return volatility,
the following equation is estimated,

σ̂i,t = a1 + a2 ∗ V oli,t + ut
where

V oli,t

is the average daily trading volume for stock

the monthly stock return standard deviation of stock

i

i

at month

at month

t

t

and

σ̂i,t

is

calculated by the

method described in Section 2.
Table 6 reports the estimates for volume-volatility relation in various market conditions. The results exhibit a positive impact of trading volume on REIT return volatility,
consistent with previous literature. The magnitude is larger in down markets than in up
markets. Because in thin market, the market depth paramter, which measures impact
of volume on price, is larger due to higher transaction costs, consistent with theory
prediction in Li (2011).
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7.2

REIT Return Volatility and ETF Trading

High payout ratios and the belief that REITs will not move step-by-step with the stock
market makes REIT allocations an important portfolio diversication tool. For stock
market investors, there is a toolto tap in to that growth through the use of REIT ETFs.
REIT ETFs are Exchange-Traded Funds that invest the majority of assets in equity
REIT securities and related derivatives. ETFs are passively managed around an index
of publicly-traded real estate companies. Indexes may vary from provider to provider,
but two of the most popular benchmarks are the Morgan Stanley Capital International
(MSCI) U.S. REIT Index and the Dow Jones U.S. REIT Index. Both indicies cover
two-thirds of the aggregate value of the publicly-traded REIT market domestically.
Lu, Wang, and Zhang (2009) document the extent of rebalancing necessary at the
end of each day (or early in the next day) for the funds to achieve their desired exposure to track the benchmark. This kind of rebalancing could has a major impact on
exacerbating volatility, because these funds have signicant assets under management
and have to rebalance in the same direction at day's end, increasing the stock return
volatility.

ETF component stocks are expected to experience higher volatility than

o-index stocks. Boney and Sirmans (2008) study trading activity associated with the
introduction of REIT ETFs on the volatility of component REITs. They nds volatility
for the component REITs becomes more signicant and positive related to changes in
volatility for the S&P 500 after the introduction of ETFs.
The top 3 REIT ETFs in the U.S are Vanguard's REIT ETF (VNQ), iShares' Dow
Jones U.S. Real Estate Index Fund (IYR), and State Street's DJ Wilshire REIT ETF

4

(RWR) . Table 7 exhibits the top 10 REIT rms in the three ETFs and their weights

4 VNQ has value of $2.3 billion U.S. dollars and tracks the MSCI US REIT Index. The index
consists of 96 REITs spread across the retail, residential, oce, industrial and specialized sectors. IYR
has value of $1.9 billion U.S. dollars and tracks the Dow Jones U.S. Real Estate Index, which holds 77
REITs and is similar in composition to the Morgan Stanley Index. RWR is $1.3 billion U.S. dollars
and tracks 87 REITs.
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in terms of market values in each ETF. The major component rms of the three ETFs
are similar.
To test whether index feature matters to return volatility, an index dummy is constructed as 1 for index REITs in table 7 and 0 otherwise. After 2004, ETFs become a
more popular and expanding trading form. To capture the time eect, the year dummy
equals 1 if it is after 2004, 0 otherwise. To examine the incremental eect of index introduction, the cross term of year dummy and index dummy is included in the following
structure model:

σ̂i,t = a1 + a2 ∗ I(index) + a3 ∗ I(t≥2004) + a4 ∗ I(index,t≥2004) + ut
Table 8 reports the estimation results for the above equation. Results show a signicant negative coecient for the index dummy, indicating that the indexed REITs
have on average 0.005 lower return volatility than non-indexed REITs before 2004.
The positive sum of coecients of cross term and index dummy, with a signicant F
value, suggests index REITs have higher volatility than non-index REITs after 2004.
Index REITs are usually large and good quality rms, which enjoy stable performance
and lower price uctuations in normal time. After 2004, when investor REIT trading
increasely went through the more popular ETF tool, the results show high trading volume contributes to higher return volatility for index REITs. The positive and signicant
coecient of year dummy suggests that after 2004, REIT return volatility increased,
consistent with more REIT trading in down markets.
Table 9 reports the results of pooling regression with economic activities, leverage
and ETF trading. Future return news asROAE aects REIT return volatility negatively, controlling other variables. The leverage eect is only signicant in up markets,
suggesting that other sources of risk aect REIT return volatility then in down markets.
After 2004, REIT return volatility is signigicantly higher compared to before 2004, con-
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sistent with ndings in Figure 1. The ETF dummy loses signicance after controlling
for other rm characteristics.

8 Conclusion
The U.S. REIT market has experienced signicant stock return uctuations in recent
years, almost twice that of the common stock market.

The dramatically increase in

REIT return volatility during the recent housing crisis imposed adverse impact on
individual REIT rm values as well as the whole commercial real estate industry. This
research provides a comprehensive study on the determinants of REIT stock return
volatility, taking into consideration market risks, economic activities, rm leverage,
ination shocks and trading activities.
Evidence shows an increasing integration of the REIT market with the common
stock market over time. Systematic risk has a positive and signicant impact on REIT
return volatility in up markets. News about cashow (DY ) and future expected return
(ROAE ) both aect return volatility negatively. REIT return volatility increases with
rm leverage, distress and use of short term debt. Higher ination shocks are associated
with higher REIT return volatility, with a larger impact in down markets, and in
property types using short-term leases. Empirical tests on trading-volatility suggest a
positive correlation between volume and volatility. Moreover, ETF index constituent
rms have higher return volatility after 2004 when an increasing amount of REITs
trading ocurred through ETFs.
The ndings of this paper provide a deep understanding to academic and practitioners on the determinants of REIT return volatility. This knowledge of the underlying
factors for REIT return volatility should help stockholders to make better portfolio
investment and risk management decisions in the future.
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A Scholes-Williams Beta Calculation
Beta is a statistical measurement of the relationship between two time series, and has
been used to compare security data with benchmark data to measure risk in nancial
data analysis. CRSP provides annual betas computed using the methods developed by
Scholes and Williams (1977).
Beta is calculated each year as follows:

reti,t =log
mreti,t =

(1 + return for securityi on day

)

log (1 + value-weighted market return on day

mret3t = mrett−1 + mrett + mrett+1 (
n=

t

t)

a 3 days moving average market window)

number of observations for the year

P
P
P
1
mret3t )
t reti,t )(
t (reti,t ∗ mret3t ) − n (
Pt
P
βi = P
1
t mret3t )
t (mrett ∗ mret3t ) − n (
t mrett )(
where summations over

t

are over all days on which security

i

traded, beginning

with the rst trading day of the year and ending with the last trading day of the year.
Based on Scholes-Williams Beta calculations, in the NYSE/Amex portfolios, only
trading prices are considered in the beta calculation, and a security must have traded
half the days in a year to be given a non-missing beta for that year. The index used
in the calculation is the total returns on the Trade-only NYSE/Amex Value-Weighted
Market Index.
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Figure 1: Standard Deviation of REIT Stock Return and Common Stock Return
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The gure shows the time series trend of standard deviation of REIT return and common stock return. The daily return for SNL U.S Equity REIT index is used to represent
the REIT return. The daily return for S&P small cap index is used to represent the
variation common stock return due to the similar size between these two groups. The
rolling window is used to calculate the quarterly standard deviation for daily index
return with the current return and the previous 66 trading days' returns.

Daily in-

dex return is the percentage change on the index value on that day. The blue line is
the quarterly standard deviation for S&P small cap index return. The red line is the
quarterly standard deviation for US Equity REIT index return.

The X-axis is time

period from January 1995 to December 2009. The Y-axis is the standard deviation in
percentage term. The S&P small index dates back to August 16,1995. It shows REIT
return volatility increased dramatically in recent years, compared to the volatility of
common stocks.
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Figure 2: Price Performance of SNL Equity REIT Index

This Figure describes the performance of SNL Equity REIT index in the sample period.
The X-axis is the time line from January 1995 to December 2009. The Y-axis is the
price index value. The period in the dotted area is identied as down period according
to the performance of the index value.
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Figure 3: Distribution of Betas for REITs over Time

The x-axis is the time line from January 1995 to December 2009. The y-axis is the value
of REITs' betas. The box represents the distance between the 1st and 3rd quartiles of
REITs' betas at each point of time. The split in the box represents the median value
of betas at each point of time. The up whiskers show the greater of max value or 1.5
times the box (Q3-Q1). The bottom whiskers show the lower of min value or 1.5 times
the box (Q3-Q1). Outlier points on the top are those that are greater than 1.5 times
(Q3 -Q1).
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Figure 4: U.S. Monthly Ination Rate

This gure shows the change in the U.S ination rate change during our sample period.The blue line is the monthly ination rate in U.S, which is the calculated as monthly
change in the consumer price index (CPI) for U.S. The X-axis is time period from January 1995 to September 2010. The Y-axis is the ination rate is percentage term. It
shows a uctuation in the U.S ination rate over time.
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Table 1: REIT Return Volatility and Market Risk

2

2 2
σ̂Rm ,T
β̂i,t

2 ˆ
)σ Rf ,T
(1 + β̂i,t

σ̂ε2i ,T

R2

obs

Sample

0.89***

-2.09***

1.01***

0.96

10250

Up market

1.22***

-1.24***

1.01***

0.99

7446

Down Market

0.79***

-5.15***

1.01***

0.96

2804

The table presents coecient estimates for REIT stock price volatility and market risk
2 2
regression. β̂i,t σ̂R ,T is the systematic risk components from market return volatility.
m
2
2 ˆ
(1 + β̂i,t )σ R ,T is the systematic risk components from risk free volatility, scaled down
f

by

10−5 . σ̂ε2i ,T

is the unsystematic risk components. Up market and down market is

dened in Section 2 according to the performance of SNL U.S. Equity REIT index.
***,**,and * denote statistical signicance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

Table 2: REIT Return Volatility and Economic Activities

DYi,t−1 (10−1 )

ROAEi,t−1 (10−2 )

N AVi,t−1 (10−4 )

R2

obs

Sample

-0.15

-0.56**

-0.006

0.03

7443

Up market

-0.27**

-0.49**

0.02

0.033

5037

Down market

-0.26

-0.6

-0.24

0.01

2406

The table presents coecient estimates for REIT volatility and economic activities
regression. The dependent variable is the quarterly stock return volatility for REIT

i

t. σ̂i,t−1 is the lagged REIT stock return volatility. DYi,t−1 is the lagged
−1
dividend yield ratio for REIT i at quarter t, scaled by 10 . ROAEi,t−1 are scaled by
10−2 . N AVi,t−1 is scaled by 10−4. Up market and down market is dened in Section 2
at quarter

according to the performance of SNL U.S. Equity REIT index.
statistical signicance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.
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***,**,and * denote

Table 3: REIT ReturnVolatility and Firm Leverage

SD/Di,t−1 (10−3 )

D/Ei,t−1 (10−3 )

R2

obs

Sample

7.2*

1.17**

0.13

4098

Up market

7.7*

0.68**

0.14

2611

Down market

4.6*

2.6***

0.11

1487

The table presents coecient estimates for REIT volatility and economic activities
is the lag debt-to-equity ratio. SD/Di,t−1 is the lag ratio of short
−3
term debt to total debt. Both are scaled by 10 . Up market and down market is

regression.

D/Ei,t−1

dened in Section 2 according to the performance of SNL U.S. Equity REIT index.
***,**,and * denote statistical signicance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.
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Table 4: REIT Stock Price Volatility and Asymmetric Ination Shocks

sample
Equity
Hotel
Industrial
Multifamily
Oce
Retail
Up market
Equity
Hotel
Industrial
Multifamily
Oce
Retail
Down market
Equity
Hotel
Industrial
Multifamily
Oce
Retail

π̂t

ε̂t

ε̂t ∗ Dum

R2

obs

-0.0058
-0.0054***
-0.0051***
-0.0034***
-0.0043***
-0.0035***

-0.0222***
-0.0267***
-0.0262***
-0.0215***
-0.0218***
-0.0226***

0.0326***
0.0318***
0.0346***
0.0284***
0.0280***
0.0304***

0.23
0.34
0.29
0.27
0.3
0.28

180
180
180
180
180
180

-0.0034***
-0.0070***
-0.0063***
-0.0052***
-0.0056***
-0.0052***

-0.0060** 0.0111*** 0.41 129
-0.0127*** 0.0152** 0.48 129
-0.0123*** 0.0185*** 0.46 129
-0.0109*** 0.0152** 0.42 129
-0.0101*** 0.0136** 0.44 129
-0.0107*** 0.0159*** 0.41 129

-0.004
-0.003
-0.0035
-0.0003
-0.0023
-0.0007

-0.0359***
-0.0396***
-0.0397***
-0.0304***
-0.0327***
-0.0331***

0.0414**
0.0386*
0.0423*
0.0314*
0.0351*
0.0352*

0.49
0.41
0.35
0.34
0.37
0.36

51
51
51
51
51
51

The table presents coecient estimates for REIT stock price volatility and ination risk
regression. The dependent variable is monthly volatility for the daily return of dierent
REIT index with various sector focus.
Index.

π̂t

ination.

Equity represents the SNL U.S Equity REIT

is the coecient for expected ination.

ε̂t ∗ Dum

ε̂t

is the coecient for unexpected

is the coecient for cross term of expected ination and dummy

variable. Dummy variable equals 1 if the error term is positive and 0 otherwise. Up
market and down market is dened in Section 2 according to the performance of SNL
U.S. Equity REIT index. ***,**,and * denote statistical signicance at 1%, 5%, and
35
10% levels, respectively.

Table 5: REIT Return Volatility and Trading Activities

Sample
Up market
Down market

V oli,t (10−8 )

R2

obs

3.4***

0.1

35215

2.15***

0.04

25854

4.16***

0.16

9361

The table presents coecient estimates for REIT stock price volatility and trading
volume regression. The dependent variable is the monthly stock return volatility for
a REIT stock

i

at month

t.

The independent variableV ol is the month average daily
i at month t scaled by 10−8 . Up market and down market

trading volume for REIT stock

is dened in Section 2 according to the performance of SNL U.S. Equity REIT index.
***,**,and * denote statistical signicance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

Table 6: Top ETF Index Components REITs

Top 10 Holding Companies

VNQ

IYR

RWR

Simon Property Group Inc

9.10%

8.34%

10.24%

Equity Residential

4.60%

4.15%

5.08%

Public Storage

4.60%

4.21%

5.16%

Vornado Realty Trust

4.30%

4.47%

5.81%

HCP Inc.

4.20%

3.78%

4.18%

Boston Properties Inc.

3.80%

3.57%

4.34%

Host Hotels & Resorts Inc.

3.70%

3.50%

3.59%

3%

2.76%

3.34%

AvalonBay Communities Inc.
Ventas Inc.

2.60%

ProLogis

2.50%

Annaly Capital Mgt Inc.

3.04%
2.40%
2.76%

Kimco Realty Corp

2.39%

Total

42.40%

40.33%

47.17%

This table presents the percentage of value for the REIT company out of the total value
for the corresponding REIT ETF. The REITs listed are the top ten companies in the
top 3 U.S REIT ETFs , namely VNQ, IYR, RWR.
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Table 7: REITs Return Volatility and ETF Trading

Sample

Iindex

It≥2004

Iindex,t≥2004

R2

obs

-0.005***

0.005***

0.006***

0.07

11989

The table presents coecient estimates for REIT volatility and ETF trading regression.

Iindex is the index dummy, which equals to 1 for ETF index REIT and 0 otherwise.
It≥2004 is the year dummy, which equals 1 for year after 2004 and 0 otherwise. Iindex,t≥2004
is the coecient for cross term of index dummy and year dummy. ***,**,and * denote
statistical signicance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

Table 8: Pooling Regression

Model 1

DYt−1
ROAEt−1
N AVt−1
D/E t
D/Et−1
SD/Dt
ET F
Y ear
R2
Obs

Model 2

Model 3

Sample

Down

Up

Sample

Down

Up

Sample

Down

Up

-0.3

-0.45

-0.25*

-0.35*

-0.44

-0.45*

-0.15

0.02

-0.45*

-0.71**

-1.11*

-0.60**

-0.46*

-0.82

-0.34

-0.45*

-0.35

-0.03

-0.10

-0.63

-0.05

0.23

0.20

0.22

0.25

-0.49

0.02

0.40*

0.29

0.51**

1.14*

0.32

1.62**

1.15*

-0.20

1.62*

-0.14

-0.43

-0.43

0.68

0.55

0.57

0.53

0.96

0.57

0.01

0.02

-0.01

0.005

0.02

-0.01

-0.004

0

-0.004

0.01***

0.02***

0.0001

0.03

0.02

0.06

0.12

0.03

0.24

0.17

0.24

0.24

8949

2166

6192

2072

540

1397

2072

540

1397

The table presents coecient estimates for REIT volatility, economic activities, leverage
and year eect.

All variables are dened as before.

Up market and down market is

dened in Section 2 according to the performance of SNL U.S. Equity REIT index.
***,**,and * denote statistical signicance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.
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